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PREFACE 
This thesis represents an experimental study of the heat 
generation c;apabili ties of an external gear pump and needle valve 
using the petroleum-base Mil-H-5606 hydraulic oil as the fluid 
media. The effect of air entrainment upon these heating capa-
bilities was an additional consideration. This study represents 
a portion of the Boeing Hydraulics Research Project sponsored 
by the Boeing Airplane Company of Wichita, Kansas. 
I wish to thank Dr. J. D. Parker for his qontinual help in 
the preparation of this thesis and throughout my graduate study. 
I also wish to acknowledge the assistance of the Mechanical 
Engineering staff, especially George Cooper. John McCandless, and 
L. s. Benjamin. 
Finally, I will always be grateful for the continued encour~ 
agement and patient understanding of my family throughout my uni-
versity career. 
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The problems of hydraulic system overheati?g are definitely not 
new, but with the development and application of higher performance 
fluid power systems the problems have become increasingly significant. 
. . . ' 
In P?St years most systems had relatively ~ow flow rates and pressure 
·drops; thus, system ove.rheating was not an area of great concern. 
However, the rapid te9.hnological advancements of recent yeijrs, partic-
ularly in the aircraft, missile, and space-vehicle industries, have 
consj.derably altered this viewp.Qint rega:r;,di?g ;f:J,uid powe!I' systems. 
The present trend in the development of fluid power systems is 
toward higher output and_ smaller over-all package size. To be more 
specific, this implies increased mass f,low rates, higher pressure 
drops• and reduced weight and surface area. In such h_igh performance 
systems, overh~ating problems can manifest themselves in many areas. 
Excessive temperatures_ can critically affect system contamination and 
reliability, pump cavitation and life, foaming and oil deterioration, 
and reservoir pressurization requirements (1). 
In general the heat generated within a hydraulic system is a 
direct result of viscous drag and system throttling, whereby the 
mechanical energy introduced into the system by the pump is c~verted 
to thermal energy. This conversion of energy occurs throughout the 
system, especially in components such as pumps, motors, and relief 
1 
valves. Thus, the "heat generation capa:bili ty" of a particular com-
ponent refers to its capability of converting a portion of the 
mechanical energy imparted to it into theJ:'Jilal energy, However, not 
all heat is generated within the system itself. The system environ~ 
ment may also be a major contributor in certain applications. A 
simple illustration of environmental influence is the heat input to a 
hydraulic pump mounted within the jet engine housing of an aircraft. 
Large amounts of heat could be conducted through the pump mounts and 
casing, whi,.le heat transfer could 0ccur through radiation as a result 
of the high temperature surroundings •. Similarly, convective heat 
transfer would be possible due to the large mass of air moving through 
the hot engine and past the pump. 
-An,o-the:r>-P~hle.m......closel:y. connected with sy:;;tem oveFheating 
--· - - · -~.- •. - --~··-•, --~~••-·•·· _ ,_ ~-· ,_ - ·• •... ,u.-.. •d,••. ..---.!,,. ·- • ... ~-· ·,~•..>-•>"'-..,"'--- ,·• , ·-. -~.··~.:,-, ' v.__...... _. ,_ 
is air entrainment .. within the fluid ;itself. Again, the problem 
areas of system reliability, pump cavita~ion, pump life, oil deteri~ 
oration, and reservoir pressurization are affectedf 
The objectives of this thesis are: first, to determine and analyze ~------ ,, --.~-.-.. ·.-- .. ,.. ·-·-·- .. -.• 
th~_]:_e_at __ ~!~e~_ation qapabi.J,itie$ of .two basiq _hyd~c:':~lic components--
the gear pump and the need;I.e valve ... -ar14., secondly• to determine the 
..---------·------ - -· ------------- ....,.,,_---,,.-...~-,-.,.,~----~- -· -.-- --·· 





The development and application of high performance hydraulic 
systems and the associated overheating problems have become significant 
in only the last few years. The research done on the thermal considera-
tions of hydraulic components is therefore relatively limited. Even 
those articles that deal with the overheating problem specifically 
tend to be of a qualitative rather than quantitative nature, preferring 
to discuss in rather general terms the causes and effects of overheating, 
component selection, and heat exchanger design. Seldom are there 
included any fundamental relationships or design data which the 
engineer may use to analyze and design properly a fluid power system 
from a thermal viewpoint. Similar statements may be made concerning 
the effect of air in hydraulic systems. 
Wittren (2) discusses hydraulic system overheating only in_ general 
terms and! suggests several techniques to reduce heat_ generation within 
the system itself. Much of his discussion deals with the proper 
selection of components such as pumps, motors, actuators, fluid lines, 
and control valves. Useful design informat!on is given in his 
discussion of optimum reservoir shapes. and internal circulation 
methods. Spherical, cylindrical, and rectangular shaped reservoirs 
were studied with the latter having the better cooling capacity. 
Placing baffles within the reservoir itself or putting indentations in 
3 
the reservoir walls was found to increase the heat~transfer rate 
by introducing turbulence into the oil circulation. ~il~to-water 
coolers were stated as being more compact and less subject to 
fouling than the oil-to ... air heat exchanger although the latter was 
considered the more practical in the upper range of operating 
temperatures near 200° r. 
Douglas ( 3) divided the component heat_ generation problem into 
the following classifications: auxiliary pumps. power pumps, pipes, 
directional valves and fittings, and throttling devices which he 
defined as any device causing a restriction greater than that 
normally caw;ied by piping. Ac_tual experimental data was 
included on heat generation within these five classifications. Heat 
generation per 100 psi for various efficiencies was plotted versus 
4 
flow rates for both the auxiliary and power pumps. Viscous heat gen~ 
eration within piping was plotted against flow rate for various pipe 
diameters with the fluid ~eing an oil of 200 SSU viscosity. Throttling 
devices• along with the directional valves and fittings, were equated 
to a corresponding pipe length, and the heating effect was determined 
from that information already developed for piping losses, 
Containing experimental work very similar to that of Douglas was 
an 'engineer,ing report published by Racine Hydraulics and Machinery, 
Incorporated (4). Again, the heat generation problem was divided 
into specific areasg exte:r;nal heated sources, volume control valves, 
pressure control valves• pumps and fluid motors, piping, and directional 
control valves. Variable displacement pumps as well as fixed displace-
ment pumps and, moto:r;,s were included in the heating analysis. Instea.d 
of relating pressure and volume control valves to an equivalent pipe 
length c3:~ did Douglas, the repox,t directly illustrated the relaticmship 
of heat genex,ation to differential pressure for various flow rates. 
The· study of hydraulic system overheating by Magnus (1) was purely 
analytical. He related a temperature increase ,to a diffE!-rential 
pressure with component efficiency and fluid propE!-rties as parameters. 
Introduced was a term Magnus designated as "bypass ratio" in wh,i.ch 
he took into account the effect of recirculating the bypass portion 
of fluid of a relief valve on the system temperatureo Magnus also 
felt that the conservative approach to the thermal des.ign of a system 
was to consider that all pump input power was converted to heat by the 
system and must eventually pe ;!:'ejected as heat. In h.igh performance 
systems heat exchangers are gen~rally required for adequate heat 
dissipatipn as the convection, conduction I and radiation heat ... transfer 
rates are of~en insufficient to maintain the desired operating tempera-
tures. 
Associated with the problem of system overheating is thqt of 
air entrainment within a fluid power system, yet no concentrated effort 
has been mad,e to determ.ine the effect of air on system pel"formance 
from a thermodynamic v,i.ewpoint. Questions concerned with the natux-e of 
the compression process of the air, the exchange of energy between the 
air and su:riroun~.ing qil, and the effect upon component efficiency are 
often brought forth but seldom an'swered. Instead, most of the work 
has concerned itself with the problems of solubility and cavitation. 
In studying fluid effects on system performance, LeRoy and Leslie 
(5) mentioned the disso+ved-air problem. Data conoern~ng the 
solub.i.lity of air in various .liquids under equilibrium conditions are 
includedo The hy,draulic oil Mil .. H-5606 was found to have the highest 
5 
6 
solubility of tpe liq4ids tested. This particular oil was found to 
contain 10% ~ir by volume under test conditions of 32°F, and one 
atmosphe:re of pressure. No information was included on the factors 
affecting the rate of solution of gases in fluids. 
MacKenzie and Smith (6) performed tests on petroleum base and 
water base fluids py mixing air and a measured amount of fluid and 
hqlding the mixture under pressu:r;,e on the air side of a piston 
accumulator. Upon completion of a test• the undissolved air was 
released from the accumulptor and the remaining oil~air mixture was 
placed into a flask. Further processing determined the amount of air 
dissolved in the oil. Most of the tests were run over a pe:r;,iod of 
24 hours; however, one was run for 4 months at 2000 psi indicati?g 
461 milliliters of air to 1000 milliliters of fluid. 
Firth ( 7) • in studying the effect of ent:r:-ained air on fluid 
bulk modulus, found that the addition of air to oil noticeably 
decreased the bulk modulus. Several teets we;r,e run on an .C)ifi.-air 
mixture for various amounts of entrained. air. Oil containing no 
air was found to decrease in volume 1% at a pressUX'e of 2000 psi, 
while the same oil containing 10% air (by volume) indicated a reduction 
in volume of 11% at the same p:ressure level. A similar study was 
made by Smith, Peeler• and Bern,d ( 8). 
q The effect of air entrainment upon cavitation can pe indirectly 
related to component heat generation through efficiency. In an 
investigation of hydraulic noise Louthan (9) found that pump inlet 
pressure waves wel;'e violently increasf;ld with air dissolved or entrained 
in the fluid. In dhcussing the relationship between oil-ah, mixtures 
and hydraulic noise, Louthan defined several degx,ees of association of 
7 
the two sup,stances: 
1. Entrained air in large bubbles (diameter greater than 0 0 330 
incqes) in which the air and oil are essentially separate. 
This condition of having the air coarsely and unevenly 
distributed causes extreme pump cavitation~ 
2. Entrained but dispersed air with no sizable bubbles. This is 
normally the accepted state of the pump inlet obtainable 
by careful tank design and pressurization to miniJflize bubble 
g;i:,owth between the tank and pump, Cavitation is considerably 
reduced. 
3o Oil saturated with dissolved air only. This state is difficult 
to obtain with rapid circulation of a limited quantity of oil. 
4. An unsaturated solution of air in oil. Such a condition is 
generally restricted to the high pressure portion of the system. 
To keep the dissolv(;!d air from separating out, Louthan suggested 
using a pressurized pump inlet. Although his analysis concerns itself 
primarily with hydraulic noise and cavitation, the implications relative 
to system heating are evident. The presence of air within the system 
and thE;i occurrence of cavitation effectively reduce the efficiency of 
a hydraulic pump resulting in a greater conversion of mechanical energy 
to thermal energy. Not only is the actual amount of oil pumped consid-
erably reduced, but the cavitation phenomena produces an undue amount 
of wear on the individual pump parts resulting in shorter component 
life and poorer mechanical efficiency. 
0 In studying cavitation in reciprocating and rotary pumps, Pigott ( 10) 
I 
tntroduced air into a spur gear pump having a glass front through 
r 
which higb ... speed photographs of the p\lmping process were taken. The 
phot,ographs indicated that small bubbles present at tile pump inlet 
were centrifuged into large bubbles located in the roots of the gear . 
teeth' a.n.d these large bubbles were npt materially reabsorbed on 
the discharge side. However~· the centrifuging was found 0to be mino:r;, 
. when pumping · a heavy c:r;,ude, and the. bubbles ;t:'e,ma~ned, fine and . were 
largely absorbed on discharge• 
Schanzlin (11) commented on the hes.ting effect resulting from 
the compression of (;!ntrained air and made additional mention of the 
8 
· centrifuging process· previously spoken of in. l?igott 9 s study~ Schanzlin' s 
work i$ further dJscussed in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
As previously mentioned Magnus (1) states that the conservative 
approach to the thermal design of a system is to consider that all the 
pump input power is converted to heat by the various system components 
and must eventually be rejecred as heat. In essence this is a restate-
ment of the First Law of Thermodynamics which states that in a closed 
system executing a cycle the net work input is proportional to the net 
heat output (12) . Written quantitatively, the First Law states 
( 1) 
where 
~dW = work input during the cycle, 
~dQ = heat output during the cycle, 
J = proportionality constant, and 
' ¢ = the cyclic integral. 
In terms of the rates at which work is done and heat is transferred 
across the boundary of the system, Equation 1 can be written as 
(2) 
dW = power input, and 
10 
" dQ = rate of heat\ transfer. 
The typical hydraulic ·system illustrated in Figure l is a direct 
application of Equation land Equation 2. The pump introduces a given 
amount of mechanical energy into the system,and this energy is used to 
provide useful work such as turning a shaft or is \dissipated in the 
-form of thermal ebergy at various stations in the system. The First 
Law as stated above applies only to cyclic processes; however, the 
application of the First Law to non-cyclic processes yields 
Q - w • = t:iE ( 3) 
where 
t:iE = rate of change of the system energy. 
Equation 3 is often considered an alternate way of expressing the 
First Law. Applying Equation 3 to the system of Figure l necessitates 
the increase in the energy of the system if the heat-transfer rates are 
insufficient to maintain cyclic operation. Such an increase in energy 
usually manifests itself as a rise in system temperature. The tempera-
ture rise continues until the temperature difference between the system 
and the environment is sufficiently large to enable the heat transfer 
rate to equal the input of mechanical energy. Heat exchangers are 
required if it is desired to maintain operating temperatures below 
the equilibrium temperature. 
Of interest in the investigation are the capabilities of the 
individual components. primarily the gear pump and the needle valve, 
to convert mechanical energy to thermal energy. Gear pumps are 
generally separated into two broad categories: external gear pumps 
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itself with the standard, externalt spur gear pump as shown in Figure 2. 
However, the relationships developed are applicable to the pumping 
process in general and are not restricted solely to gear pumps, 
In the external gear pump the gears are suitably housed to give 
very small clearances on both sides and around the periphery of the 
gears. Oil entering the pump is trapped between the rotating teeth 
and the housing and is carried around the periphery of the revolving 
gears to the discharge side. When the teeth reach the meshing position• 
the oil is forced to enter the pressure lines of the system. 
An open flow system through which fluid passes under steady-
flow conditions is called a steady ... flow system, and the energy of the 
open-system remains constant as long as steady-flow conditions prevail 
(12). An energy balance applied to a steady-flow system. such as 
that of Figure 3, states 
Stored energy Net amount of energy 
to system as heat or 
work for a given 
time interval 
+ 
Stored energy of 
mass· entering 
system for the 
same time inter-
val 
of mass leaving= o 
system for the 
same time in-
terval 
Written symbolically, Equation 4 appears as 
where 
. . 
Q. -W+mpv l 1 
net amount of heat added to the system for a given 
~ ··-~·-.e.;r,;.--.-:...:.,;;~-~~--~-· --=~ 
time interval~ 
. 
w = net amount of work, excluding flow work, done by 
~YJttrun for the same time interval, 
/_,,.. . . 
amount of flow work on the systerri by the entering mpl vl = 
f.or the interval, 
fluid 
fup2 V2 = amount of flow work done by system or fluid leaving 9 
(4) 
(5) 
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Jll: -· mass rate of fluid flow• 
p = pressure, 
V : specific volume, 
• 
El = stored energy rate of fluid entering the system, . 
E2 = stored energy rate of fluid leaving the systemo 
The energy term (neglecting the effects of electricity, 
magnetism, and surface tension may be written as 
where 
u = internal energy, 
V = average velocity of the fluid, 
z = elevation above an arbitrary datum, 
g = gravitational acceleration. 
Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 5, collecting terms 9 and 
rewriting yields 
0 0 • 
Q + W = m(u2 
in 
14 
In the thermal analysis of the pump 9 the kinetic and potential ener-
gy terms are negligible and, therefore, are disregarded. Also, it is 
assumed that adiabatic conditions prevail. By recalling that 
h = u + pv 
where 




and remembering the previous assumptions, Equation 7 can be 
written as 
The enthalpy for the liquid varies as a function of both 
pressure and temperature; therefore, the change in enthalpy in 
Equation 9 can be expressed as 
where 
Ah = Ah + Ah 
p t. 
6~= enthalpy change at constant pressure. 
Al\= enthalpy change at constant temperature. 
The specific heat at constant pressure is defined as 
Therefore, it can be stated that 
where 
C is considered to remain constant with 






In the determination of the change in enthalpy at constant temperature, 
the relation 
(t).=v-t(~\ (13) 
is usefui. Integration with respect to pressure produces 
;I.6 
(14) 
The t (:;) (p2 - p1 ) term is small and can be neglected(Appendix A), 
Therefore, the power input can be expressed as 
( 15) 
Analysis of the energy equation states that the pump work 
done on a mass of incompressible fluid in a reversible and adiabatic 
process during a given time interval is 
Again, the kinetic and potential energy terms are neglected. The 
power input denoted by Equation 16 is the ideal amount required. 
If the overall pump efficiency is represented by n0 , the actual 
power input to the system is 
Substituting the above relationship into Equation 15 and 
-
solving for temperature change across the pump result~-i:n 
In terms of specific gravity, Equation 18 becomes 







't = specific gravity, 
62.4 lbm = density of wate!l. 
ft 3 
Thus, for a given pressure differential and constant fluid properties 
the thermal rise across a pump increas~s as the efficiency decreases. 
The actual effect of entrained air on the heat generation 
capabilities of a gear pump is c:;lifficult to describe analytically for 
little is known concerning the ener~ interchange between the 
compressed liquid and air. Schanzlin (11) states that the tempera-
ture of the compressed air bl,lbbles is somewhere between that 
achieved by isentropic compression and that by isothermal compression. 
Actually, the temperature of the bubbles is governed by the rate of 
air solubility, rate of compression, and heat al;,sorption by the 
fluid, For compression occurring over a substantial time interval, 
the process would approach an isothe:rmal condition; however, a rapid 
compression much like that taking place in the pump would · approach 
the isentropic process. Regardless of the nature of the compression, 
Schlanzin found that the compress~d air increased the reservoir oil 
temperatures as much as 25% of its original value in certain appli-
cations, and these elevated temperatures became sufficient to damage 
pump parts and oxidize the adjacent oil. 
In describing the pumping process on the oil~air mixture, it is 
assumed that the work accomplished is done on the air and the 




• ideal pump input power, w C: t 
• m = mass 0 flow rate of oil, 
9 flow pate of air. ma :: mas$ 
The specific volume terrn of the oil is considered constant and may 
be removed from the integral; however, the specific volume and 




pv = C 
C = constant, and 
k = ratio of the specific heat at constant 
pressure ta the specific heat at constant 
volume. 
Isentropic compression was assumed as this would result in the 
largest temperature increase and heating effect. Solving Equation 
21 for the specific volume and substituting in Equation 20 yields 
l 
C lk d 
- p 









= movo(p2 - pl) 
no 
W:act = actual power input to the oil· air mixture 
p = density of the air. 
In terms of the temperature difference, the actual power input 
to the pump can be expressed as 
0 
w act 
-= mo~t2 - tl) + movo(p2 - pl)+ macpit3 - tl) 
where the final temperiature of the air due to compres~ion, t 3 , 
is different from the final oil temperature, t 2• 
Equating Equation 23 and Equation 24 and dividing by m yields 
0 
~ 
vo(p2 - pl)+ ~a cpjt3 - tl). 
mo 
- t ) + 
l 
Several comments can be made in regard to Equation 25. First, 
• 
the term ma is generally an exceedingly small number; therefore, 
• mo 
. . ma 
the quantities in which~ are included can be neglected with very . 
m 
0 
little error. Sample calculations in Appendix A illustrate this 






neglecting the terms mu;Ltiplied by .fua. • Third, the effect of . 
mo 
air within the system can be directly linked with the efficiency 
term. The volumetric efficiency will decrease with increasing amounts 
of entrained a,ir, and a greater temperature rise across the pump is 
associated with this reduction in efficiency. A portion of the pump 
work originally used to raise the oil to a desired pressure level 
is now being expended in compressing the air. Thus, more work is 
required to bring the system up to its operating pressure. This 
inefficiency within the pump is manifested as a greater temperature 
increase due ta the greater change of mechanica.l enerr.,y to thermal 
energy. 
The previous discussion has been concerned with the temperature 
differential resulting from the pumping process, yet it must be 
remembered that within the pump itself even higher temperatures and 
pressures can be developed than those evident at the discharge. 
Pigott (10) fol!Od that entrained air produced a centrifuging process 
in gear pumps whereby small bubbles present at the pump suction were 
centrifuged into large bubbles locating themselves in the roots of 
the gear teeth 0 Thusj local compression of the air and oil upon 
gear meshing produced local pressures and temperatures of magni-
tudes much higher than actually observed. Such local compression 
processes can help explain system failures and oil deterio:,:,ation i 
while the actual overall bulk temperature differential would 
indicate safe operation, 
Figure 4 illustrates the temperature differential developed 
across a pump for various pressure differentialsj as determined by 
Rj_ 4ili ~~l~ .. ~ ~~ . . 
1ft =~ :i~~f.r. "-iif 1* T , :l ~ ti .. 
R'i ,~ i~~ 1i,: i~ ;@.I ~m · 
~ I~ R~ ~ft 1~:J ~; 1El 
f. ·~ it E-§. fil~ .. ~ 










Equation 19. The fluid considered is Mil-H-5606 with a specific heat 
of o.so Btu , and a specific gr'avity of 0.83 at 160° F (1). 
16 - 0 r 
The temperature rise resulting from control valve and system 
throttling can also be determined by considering Equation 15. Since 
it is assumed that no heat or work cross the bounda?'y and that the 
kinetic and potential ener'gy terms are negligible or zero, the 
relationship reduces to 
Solving for the temperature change.and introducing specific 
gravity term results in 
(pl - P2) 
62.'+ c/1 
Thus, the temperature rise due to valve throttling is directly 
(26) 
(27) 
proportional to the pressu?'e drop consiqering constant fluid proper-
ties. If air is considex-ed, then 
(28) 
Dividing Equation 28 by m0 ,,0 yields 
(29) 
Again, the ma term is so small that the term introduced by a 
23 
consideration of the air may be neglected" This may be seen from 
the sample calculation included in Appendix Ao If an adiabatic 
expansion of the air through the valve is assumed, a temperature 
drop occurs. Actually, the temperature lies somewhere between 
that temperature resulting from an isentropic expansion and that 
resulting from an isothermal process. Neglecting the air in the 
system reduces Equation 29 to the form of Equation 27. The 
temperature rise due to the throttling process of a valve is shown 
in Figure 5 for Mil~H-5606 oil having the same properties as 
previously stated. 
Although the effect of recirculating fluid spilling over a relief 
valve back to the pump inlet was not experimentally determined in 
this investigation, mention should be made of this phenomena. 
Magnus made use of the term "1;:>ypass ratio", which he defined as 
(30) 
where 
BR = bypass ratio, 
0 
system flow for a given time m3 = mass 
interval, and 
• 
m4 = bypass mass flow for the same time 
intervalo 
Considering the system of Figure 6, it may be said 
(31) 
where 
~ C\l 0 
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Figure 6. System Pump and Recirculating Relief Valve 
I\J 
CJ1 
Removing cp from Equation 31 and substituting for m2 and m1 results 
in 
which can be reduced to 
Equation 19 and Equation 27 applied to the system of Figure 6 
and substituted into Equation 33 yield 
(p3 ~ P4) 
62o4tc 
p 
(p3 - p2) 
+ -----
However, since p2 equals p4 , Equation 34 becomes 
Thus, Equation 35 indicates the temperature rise at pump inlet 
due to recirculating a portion of the high pressure fluid through 






Since the pump inlet temperature increases due to recirculation of 
the fluidj the pump outlet temperature must also rise. Adding the 
temperature rise across the pump to the elevated pump inlet tempera-
ture obtains the outlet temperature; quantitatively, this states 
that 
which may be simplified.to 
(p3 - P2) 
62. 4¥ C 
Figure 7 illustrates pump inlet temperature rise as a function 
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CHAPTER .IV 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
The hydraulic power ~tand designed for the Boeing Hydraulic 
Circuit research project was modified in order to determine the heat 
generation capabilities of the basi_c pump and valve. The power stand 
was capable of system pressures up to 2000 psi and a maximum flow rate 
of 13. 8 gpm. Pressure control was possible through the use of a pilot-: 
operated pressure relief valve. System flow rates were governed through 
a volume control valve; however. proper settings of the afore-mentioned 
relief v_alve and the tested throttling valve performed essentially the 
same function. Desired flow rates were best obtained through correct 
adjustment of each of the three valves simultaneously. Temperature 
control of the circulating oil 11 the general purpose Mil-H-5606 petroleum 
base hydr .. 1illc oil common in most aircraft systems today, was exercised 
by the utilization of an oil=water heat exchanger within the systemo 
The power stand itself is shown in Plate I, while the schematic is 
shown in Figure 8. 
As noted in Equation 19 9 the efficiency term is of vital importance 
in determining the thermal rise across a pump. The overall pump effi-
ciency was determined through measuring motor input,· approximating motor 
efficiency• and measuring pump output rather than a dynamometer test on 
the pump alone. The reasons for determining the efficiency in such a 
29 
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PLATE I. HYDRAULIC POWER ST AND 
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Figure Bo Power Stand Schematic 
(,) 
I-' 
manner were : 
(l) inadequate dynamometer facilities within the laboratory 
to accurately determine pump characteristics, and 
( 2) removal of pump from the system would have· interrupted 
associated researcho 
Input power to the 3-phase induction motor was determined by using a 
Weston Industrial Analyzer, shown in Plate II. Line current; line 
voltage, and power factor in each of the three phases were determined 
as well as the total kilowatt input. The kilowatt reading was used, 
although input power could have been found using the relationship 
P = f3 EI cos e 
where 
p = input power in watts, 
E = line voltage in volts, 
I .- line current in amperes, and 
cos e = power factor. 
The '3' term is included as line voltages and currents wepe measured 
instead of phase voltages and currents. Seve:ral p_ower readings 'rlere 
determined using Equation 38, and the results obtained compared 
relatively tilell with the wattmeter readings. However, considerable 
needle movement on the voltmeter, ammeter, and power fac:t:e>r meter 
made accurate readings difficult to obt.ain. .The wat'l;:meter indicated 
re.lati~ely constant values at each data point. 
Actual motor output was somewhat more difficult to determineo 




PLATE II. INDUSTRIAL ANALYZER 
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were no performance curves readily available. However• efficiency 
ratings at three load conditions were obtained f:rom the manufacturer's 
representative in Tulsa. Oklahoma~ 
1/2 Load 3/4 Load Full Load 
82% 85% 86% 
These three points compare favorably with the operating charac= 
teristics of a three phase, 60-cycle, 230 volt, 10 hp. induction 
motor as illustrated by Gray and Wallace (13). These characteristics, 
as shown in Figure 9 , we;rie used to determi.ne the operating efficiencies 
and horsepower output of the actual motor in use. Input : power to the 
gear . .pump, which is also the output. power of the electric motor• is 
given by the l;'elationship 
nE • HP M = = H~ l,p 
where 
nE = efficiency of the electric motor, 
HPM = input power to motor in hp. , 
: 
HPOM = output power of motor in hp., 
HP. l.p = input power to pump in hp. 
The heat generation capabilities of the test pump, the Cessna 
gear pump shown in Plate III, were evaluated under essentially 
steady-state, adiabatic conditions. Once these conditions were 
obtained, temperature and flow measurements were made for various 
differential pressures across the pump--both with and without air 
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PLATE III. EXTERNAL GEAR PU!1P 
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Steady-state conditions were maintained by adjusting the water flow 
rate to the heat exchanger until the reservoir temperature remained 
constant as indicated by the reservoir temperature probe. A constant 
pump inlet temperature reading was an additional check for steady= 
state opera~ion, which became difficult to establish once pressure 
differentials of 500 psi were, reachedo The injection of air into the 
system made the problem of steady-state operation even more difficult 
due to the decreased pump efficiencyo In both cases 9 the difficulty 
was a direct result of an inadequate supply of coolant water by 
which the reservoir test temperature was controlled. 
In order to obtain adiabatic conditions, the. pump and the suction 
and discharge lines were insulated by a molded fiberglass material. 
The insulation was compqsed of extremely fine diameter blown glass 
fiber bonded together with a phenolic resin. The valve and its 
piping were insulated by mixing an asbestos steam-joint cement with 
water and allowing the mixture to solidify9 The insulated pump and 
valve test sections are shown in Plates IV and V, respectively. 
Suction and discharge pressures for the pump, along with the 
upstream and downstream pressures across the needle valve, were 
measured according to the recommended practices set forth by the 
Society of Automotive Engineers (14)o Piezometer rings were used 
as pressure pick ... up connections to eliminate the inherent errors 
in standard tees. Th,e suction and upstream piezomet-er rings were 
installed a distance of at least 4 inside diameters upstream of any 
connection or probe. Likew~se 9 the discharge and downstream 
connections w,ere piaced a~ least 15 diameters downstream of any 
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PLATE IV. I HSULATED PUt1P T:CST SECTIO:r 
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PLAT[ V. INSULATED VALVB TEST SECTIOI : 
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connection or probe. The pressure taps were then connected to their 
indicators. Calibration curves for the pressure indication system are 
included in the Appendix B. The 3/4 inch elbow at the pump outlet port 
was found to have the pressure drop of 3 feet of pipe (3) 9 This pressure 
drop was considered negligible, and the differential pressure across the 
pump was taken as the actual difference of the values appearing on the 
gauges. 
MinneapolisdHoneywell, Type J, Iron-Constantan thermocouples were 
used to measure the temperature differentials across the pump and valve. 
These thermocouple probes, shown in Plates IV and V, were placed with the 
sensing tip in the center of the flow passage in order to measure the oil 
bulk temperature. A typical installation is shown in Figure 10. In order 
to facilitate temperature measurement, a thermocouple switch was used in 
conjunction with the millivolt potentiometer. Once the potentiometer 
was balanced• the desired temperature was determined by merely turning 
the switch to the corresponding station and nulli_ng the thermal emf. The 
millivolt potentiometer, ice bath, and thermocouple switch are seen in 
Plate VIJ while a schematic of the thermocouple circuitry is shown 
in Figure 11. Thermocouple calibration plots are found in Appendix B. 
The actual flow rate through the pump was measured by a variable 
reluctance turbine meter. A propeller located in the flow pass.age 
rotated at a rate proportional to the amount of fluid passing. The 
wheel motion is sensed by a reluctance-type pickup coil, and a 
corresponding voltage pulse is produced at the output terminals (15). 
The pulses were counted on a frequency meter 9 fed into an amplifier, 
and counted again by an EPUT meter which gave a more accurate count 
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PLATE VI. f'IILLIVOLT POTENTIOMETER, TI-JERf~OCOUPLE SWITCH, ICE BATH 
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frequency counter, amplifie~, and EPUT meter in Plate VIIo The 
calibration data are found in Appendix B. 
The ideal pump flow rate was determined by measuring the speed of 
the motor and/or the pump by using a hand tachometer and multiplying 
• 3 
this value by the pump displacement, which is lo70 in ~v as stated 
by the pump manufacturer. The flow rate through the test valve was 
de:terfuined ·by measuring the speed of the hydraulic motor shown in 
Plate VIII. A calibration of flow rate versus hydraulic motor 
z;pm appears in Appendix B. 
Air was injected irito the system on the suction side of the 
pump by the method indicated in Plate IX. Laboratory supply air 
of approximately 95 psig was connected to the pressure regulator 
which reduced the pressure to the desired level of 2 to 4 psig. The 
two-position air valve permitted either the injection of this low 
pressure air or atmospheric air depending upon the position of the 
lever. Th~ amount of air injection was controlled by the small 
needle valve mounted on the plexiglass tubing 5 while the small 
rotameter capable of measuring from O to 10 ft 3;hr determined the 
actual air flow. The large rotameter was originally used~ but it was 
not sensitive enougll to measure accurately such low flow rates. 
'Again, calibration information may be found in Appendix B. 
Several problems were encount'ered with the initial injection of 
air into'the suction side of the pump. Originallyi a check valve 
was used in place of the needle valve. Since the suction line had 
a vacuum of 2"-3" Hg, the check valve alternately opened and closed 
1 . · · f · · h d f 10-12 ft 3,r'. etting in amounts o air int e or er o n These amounts 
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PLATE VII. TURBINE METER, FREQUEHCY COUNTER, AMPLIFIER , EPUT METER 
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PLATE VIII. HYDRAULIC MOTOR 
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PLATE IX. AIR INJECTION SYSTEM 
produced severe cavitation within the pump itself', a.nd c~rr,ct 
system operation could not be achieved. In addi't;ion to e~t"me 
vibrations and noise, viQlent pressure fluctuations across the pump 
and t.hroughout the system were observed. The problem wa.f;! removed 
by replacing the check valve by the needle valve whiqh permitted 
a much finer metering of the air~ Cavitation of the pu111p was not 
severe until air flow rates of 6 ft\r we:re ex.ceec;led. 
In making a test run, tile following procedure was e$tal:>lished, . 
l, The ice :Path was prepared by placing cru~heo ice into 
" 
a Dewar flask previously shown in Plate vr, Additional, 
ice was added during the run whenever needed to maintain 
a reference temperature of ~2° r, 
2. The reference thermocouple was placed into the ice bath 
with the sensing tip well SUX"rounded by i(;:cE:11 The ijddi, ... 
tional thermocouple oircuitey was alsc;, ci'lecl<:ed, as tij, 
small lead wires were easily broken. 
3. The millivolt potentiometer was then b41;J.anced t9 insure 
correct emf readings, 
4. The power stand was .turoed on with the fluid l;>ypaHed into 
the reservoir fpr a short time while po¥er stand op~rJtion 
was checked. 
s. The fluid was the~ switch~d into thf.l ter;it S<:l<:;tion, and the 
presswe and flow rate adjusted to the desi~d. values, 
6. The flow of water through the heat exchanger was then 
48' 
adjusted to obtain the desired r~se~voir temp~ratupe, us~ally 
in the range of 72°~74° F, 
7. Various pressure differentials across the p~mp and 
valve were set for a given flow rate. Common set;tings 
across the pump were 300, 400, 500, 600, '700, apd 
800 psi in that order. 
B. Once steady-state conditions prevailed at each of 
the settings, pl"esst,1re • flow, temperatuxie, cµld 
electrical power measureJ11ents were taken1 Poteotiometer 
balancing after each setting was perform~d ~s a check. 
The test procedure was essentially identical with ox- withqut air 
injection into the system• t.he only difference :being p~riod~c ~heoke 




The experimental test result~ of the basic J?l,l,"1P anc,1 va,l.ve al';'e 
shown in Figures 12 through 37, ipc;::lusively, In F_iS\l,reS .l~ th;r>oµgh 
21 the temperature increases due to pumping are shoWl'l, fo~ vario,us 
pressure differentials across the pump, Figures 22 thrioµgh 24, show the 
volumetric and overall eff!ciel)cies as a func~ion of the ;P:r;,essu:r;-e ~U .. f,.. 
ferential~ The the:r:"mal increases ac:i;,oss the peedle valve due to 
thr_ottling are shown in Figures 25 through 37. · 
The ,theoretical temperature changes acJ11oss a pump and va;\.ve we:re 
calculated according to Equation$ 19 ,and 27 • respectiveJ:y. The 
specific gravity an.d specific heat of the Mil ... ff ... 5606, -hydrauli,c Qil 
were evaluated at the ipean temperature exi~ting ac;::t'oss the cc:>mponent; .· 
that is; -the·,fluid properti,es would be evaluated at 75·0. F. :fo::i:-· fluid 
entering a pump ·at 73° and exitin~ at 77°, These propertiee. as a 
function of temperature, are shown in Appen~ix C and were taken from 
data compi'le.d in the Boeing Document T3 ... l2~ ~ 0.6), 
For clarity; pump test runs in whtch no aixi was ipjected a:re 
preceded by the letter Pin .the figures, while tests inc+ud!ng air 
enti;,ainment are design~t.ed by PA, The individual valve te;;ts. fellow 
the same notation with the l~tter V replacing the letter P, 
It wa,s assumed that no air was initially entrained within the 
oilo This assumption appears valid when coi'liide:dng the :re~e:rvqii, 
50 
design and the flow requirements of the system~ The baffled ~ese~-
voir helped prevent system aeration by restricting thE;i return oil, 
surge into the tank. An additional dEH3.ign fet\:'ltU;t>e tending 1;o 
prevent aeration was the submersion of the ;retUX"I'l line in the c::iU. ~ 
thus allowing no splashing to occur. At maxim~m operating C91'1ditions 
the system flow rate did not surpass l3, ~ gallons per minu1:e, and 
Sl 
the reservoi;i:, oil capacity was maintained at. approximately S7, 8 
gallons. The,:,efore, the oil was allowed to :i;,emain in the ~eservoir for 
an ave,:,age time of 4,28 mi,nutes be:f;'ore be!_ng recycled thro:ug;h the 
system, Any air contained within the oil sboulp hgve peen ~mov~d in 
. this time interval. 
Run$ P-1 through p .. 5, shown in Figures 12 thrc:>u~h l(;, in~icate 
that there is definitely a heating of the oil d~e to the pijmping 
p:t;"ocess. However, the heating effect is i;.hown to l:;)e considerably 
more than that 'indicated l;:>y the theoret,iqal calc;Ulqtio11s, As can 
be seen, the repeatability of the data is good. Test runs PA-1 
through PA-5, shown in Figures 17 thro~€;h 21, indiqate that entrained 
air within the system increases the temperature riee a¢ross a pump for 
a given pressure differential above that QCCUX':t:"ing w!tn no air entl;'ain;.,. 
ment. Again, the heating effect is consideral:>ly highe:r 1;:~aQ theo;r;-eti• 
cally expected. However, several possible explanationi fo~ these 
discrepancies exist. 
In determining the theoretical temperature i~cre,se QU,e to pu~ing 
to a desired pressure level, Equation 19 was \i$e~, For a givf!n pres .. 
sure differential, the tempe:rature cha,nge is depfnd'3nt u:pon three 
variabl~s--sp~cific gravity, specific neat, and overall pu'fllP efficiency. 
S.ince fluid data was taken from that provid,ed .i,n tne afc;,re ... rnentioned 
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Figure 19. Run PA-3 
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Boeing :report and not from specimens of the oil used in the actual 
testing~ the values of the specific gravity and specific heat are 
possibly in error. Although it is doubtful that the fluid properties 
of the test fluid are exactly those used in the calculations, the 
true values probably differ very little as the oil was not sub-
jected to degenerative tests. 
The efficiencies used in the theoretical calculations were 
determined by the relationship 
where 
no = 
HP = out 
HP. = in 
HP out 
HP. in 
overall pump efficiency 1 
horsepower output of the pump, 
horsepower input. of the pump. 
and 
Pump output was accurately determined by the flow and pressure 
measurements indicated in Chapter IV. Thus, the motor efficiency 
curve previously assumed appears as a logical source of error, 
particularly in lieu of the fact that only three known data points 
were available. In addition, the power requirements for which 
efficiency values were needed fell within the assumed portion of 
the curveo 
Experimental error can almost entirely be attributed to the 
temperature measurement. Although the Minneapolis-Honeywell thermo-
(40) 
couples are reportedly accurate to 4% of the total temperature measured• 
inspection of the thermocouple calibration curves in the Appendix B 
indicate that the individual. thermocouples read almost identical 
values. Therefore, it can be reasoned that the temperature dif-
ferential measured was accurate, although the individual tempera-
ture measurements might well have been in error. 
As stated in Chapter IV, the thermocouples were placed in the 
center of the· flow pa~sage in order to measure the bulk tempera-
tures. It is pos~ible that the sensing tip of the thermocouples 
we·re not located in the conduit centers, but the work of Hughes (17) 
indicates that the temperature profile for the fluid is· essentially 
flat except for the region near the wall. Inspection of the test 
section indicated that probes remained near the center of the fluid 
passages and therefore probably measured the existi.ng bulk tempera-
tures. 
The major source of error in the measurement of temperatures 
appears to be in the use of the millivolt potentiometer as a thermo-
couple output indicator. The potentiometer, although an extremely 
accurate instrument, was able to record only one emf output at a 
time by a manual balancing of the unit. Therefore II a period of 
20=30 seconds elapsed before additional thermocouple readings were 
taken. Although steady-state conditions prevailed, the temperatures 
at the various stations were observed to fluctuate as much as O. 5 
degrees indicating a possible accumulative error from point to point. 
Likelihood of slightly greater error existed at the higher pressµre 
differentials due to the increased difficulty in maintaining steady-
state operating conditions. Finally, the balancing dial on the 
potentiometer could be .moved as much as 0.007 millivolt without 
58 
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appreciably changing the zero balancing position. T!;lis movement 
corresponds to a o •.. 233 degree error ~r a total error of 0.466 
degree between two successive stations. 
The injected air was observed to remain in the upper portion of 
the suction line indicating that a uniform oi;t .. air mixture did not 
exist at the pump inlet. Since, the oil and air remained in so-
called layers within the suction l.ine, it is probable that the pump 
inlet thermocouple measurements were affected. due to the air sur .. 
rounding the thermocouple and thereby changing the :l;'ilm coefficient 
around the probe. As Schanzlin stated, entrained air .does not 
immediately dissolve into the oil at the pump discharge, but often 
remains in globule form for some distance O Therefore, similar 
statementscan be made concerning the pump discharge thermocouple • 
. ,,,,.. 
Howevert once equilibrium conditions were reached, this particular 
source of error should have been alleviated. 
Due to the properties of the insulating materials and the small 
temperature differential (at most, 3•7 degrees) between the system 
temperature and the ambient temperature, the adiabatic assumption 
was valid because little heat was allowed to c:rioss the system bo1,.1nda:des. 
A sample calculation is shown in Appendix A. 
Although the experimental data did not cor:rielate closely with the 
assumed theoretical values, the results obtained we:rie promising. The 
addition of .air increased the temperature r.i.se for a given pressi.µ,e 
differential as expected. The theoretical and experimental curves had 
almost identical shapes. The gradually decreasing slopes of the curves 
were due to the increased overall pump efficiency as the pump neared its 
60 
rated load. 
The volumetric efficiencies for the tes'I; runs are shown in Figure 
22 9 indicating the adverse. effect of air entrainment. The over~ll 
efficiencies as determined from the.assumed motor efficiency curve 
are shown in Figure 23, while those required to_ give the eX!)erimentally 
determined thermal increase are shown'in Figure ~4, +neither ca~e 
the overall efficiencies increase as the pump near~ its rated oper~ 
ating condition. 
The results of the valve.tests are sho~ in Figux-es 25 through 
37. Initially, the·temperature differentials across the valve were 
determined by measuring the output of the two thermocouples on separate 
potentiometers •.. Tests V-1 thro,ugh V-4 were performed in this manner, 
while the tempe_rature differentials of the remaining valve tests 
were measured using one potentiometer and the switching circuit, As 
can be seen from Figures 25 through 30 9 runs V•l through V~6 indi-
cated temperature differentials sl_ightly less than the expected 
theoretical values. However, z:,uns V-7 through V•lO and VA~l through 
VA .. a resulted in temperature differentials somewhat h_igher than 
expected. Air entrainment appeared to have no definite effect 1.,1.pon 
the heat generation capabilities of the needle valv~. 
All valve tests were run for a test section flow rate of 
4.7 gallons per minute. Since a portion of the fluid was bypa~sed 
downstream of the pump, it was assumed that the air was divided in the 
same proportion as the fluid. This assumption implies that the air 
has had ample time to become mixed in the oil, 
Many of the B;rgurnents previously made concerping temperature 
measurements can be applied in explaining the discrepapcy betwe~n 
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Figure 23 0 Theoretical Variation of Overall Pump Efficiency 
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Figure 25. Run V=l 
Figure 26. Run V-2 
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experimental and theoretical results for the v~lve. Th~ inabi+ity of 
the potentiometer to simultaneously measure both upstream and down~ 
stream temperatures appears as the most logical explanation altoough 
it does not adequately explain the large scatteri.ng of d~ta. A,gf;l.in, 
the calibration curves for the thermocouple$ we~ almost identical 
indicating little error in a differential temperature measureme~t, 
When two potentiometer units were used• each unit was checked 
against the other, and both were found to rea,d essentiaJ.ly the 
identical temperature. 
Representative tabulations of the experimentai results are 
shown in Table I and Table II of Appendix D, 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The heat. generation ca:pabilit.:ies of the. gear pump and nl;ledle. 
valve were adequately described by tqe theoretioal !'E';!lat!opspip~ 
in Equation: 19 and Equation 27. The temperatu;re increase due to 
pumping is a function of the overall pump e;fficiimcy :fo:r;> a given 
pressure differential and a given fluid~ The effect of ent~aine4 
air upon pump operation is to reduce the volumetric e:ff.:iciency Qt' the 
pump, thereby decreasing the overall pump efficien¢y and increasing 
the temperature differential at a given ppessure +evel~ 
The temperature increase due to the throttli.ng procee$ of the 
needle valve is directly proportional to the ~r,essure drop a~ross 
the valve. Test resulte were inconclusive in determin.ing the effect 
of entrained air upon the heat generation oapabili ties of the valve, 
In review, the results obtaine4 considered only adiabatio and 
steady-flow conditions,and only the common Mil•H"5606 petroleum baee 
hydraulic oil was used as a fluid. media, 
In regard to future studies of th,iij natu:re several recom ... 
mendations can be made. Accurate and t"eliable temperatutie measu~· 
ments could best be obtained 1:;hro_ugh the u.se of a eQntlnuoµs reading, 
multi·.,channel ;recorder. Such ~ instr''l).ment woqlcl al,.levia'te the 
problem of continually balancing the potentiometer an!i tne e,:,rors 




The power stand should include adequate heat-exohaqger capacity to 
maintain steady ... state conditions at a desired reservoir temperature for 
system pressure differentials as h,igh as 2000 ps~~ The va:riious 
components should be tested ctt these high priessure ;J.evels tC1 accurately 
determine the large heating effects as modern systems cornrnc::mly pperate 
in the 2000-3000 psi rangeo 
A necessity in the pump testing is the accurate determination of 
input and output power in o:rder to ev9).uate the overa.l,l pump efficiency. 
Finally, ai;r> should be injected into the system in the form of 
finely divided bubbles in order to guarantee a uniform oil-,air mixture. 
This could be accomplished by pl,a,c.ing a separate screen at the point of 
air injection. 
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As stated on page 16, the term 
was neglected in Equation 14a The fact that this term can be 
neglected is illustrated in the calculations based on the 
following assumptions: 
Pressure differential of 800 psi and average 
temperature of 80° Fa 
ft3 
A specific volume of O a 0.1925 lli 
m 
=3 A volume expansivity of Oa39 x 10 1 Of 
This is the value for 
since no data of this 
56060 
a light oil and was used 
type was available for Mil=H= 
Since the volume expansivity, Si is expressed as 
then 
sv = ( ~) 
> p 






(800)(778/144) =. o.601 ~u 
m 
If the latter term had not been neglected, the temperature rise 
across the pump could have been expressed as 
Calculation 2 : 
• 
= (p2 - PJ,) 






The ·.....!. term was neglected based on calculat.ions made from actual • 
mo 
test data. This ratio was determined using the largest air flow 
rate and the smallest oil flow rate. The oil flow rate was found 
to be 
m = 1201 gpm o. 
The air was injected at a vacuum of 211 Hg and a temperature of 
75° F. considering the air as an ideal gas, then 
where 
Thus, 
Calculation 3 g 
(13.7) (144) (5) = 
(53.3) ls35) cgs, 
V = volume flow rate 
R = gas constant. 
0.00576 11:> 
min 







hr .. ft-°F 
Since the conductivity was so high, it was assumed that no 
temperature gradients existed in the pump and valve housings and 
that the exterior temperatures .for both were essentially the same 
temperature as the fluid passing t}:lrough1 them.a The additional 
assumptions were,: 
l. Room temperatu:t"e. = 72° · r.. 
2. Pump temperature - 75° F. 
\ 
. 3. Valve temperature = 79° F. 
4. Thermal conductivity of insulation material= 
btu o. 22 h f or 0 r- t-
5. Outside radius of insulation on pump= 5 inches. 
6. Inside radius of insulation on pump = 4.0 inches. 
7. Outside radius of insulation on valve = 3.5 inches. 
8. Inside radius of insulation on valve = 3.0 inches. 
Using the relation for pure radial h(!llat conduction 
q = 4irkr1r 2 
(r2 = rl) 
in which K = thermal conductivity. The heat losses for 
the pump and valve are 
qp = 4,r(.22)(1/3)(5/12) · btu (75 = 72) = 13.8 hr (5/12 = 1/3) 
qv = 4,r(.22)(3.5/12)(1/4) btu ( 79 - 72) = 33.8 -a 
























Figure 38. Crosby Gauge Calibration 
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ngure 40. Ashcroft Gauge Calibration 
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Figure 42. Rotameter Calibration 
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Figure 44~ Turbine Metel;' Calib:r.ati,on 
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APPENDIX D 





EMF OUTPUT PUMP FLOW PUMP AND MOTOR POWER 
tif'sTREalfM l),...,R:S"TXEAl-t Cf's R'f>MEM a~c.T' GT KW -PF Hl=>AC.T Hf'M 
L, 110 L.172 167 1875 12.5 13-08 3 .. 00 .445 4.020 2.94-
. 19.0 
208 
1.,106 Ll82 166 1875· 12.4 ; 13.8 3.,70 .. 515 1.J.,,960 3.80 
19.8 
. . 209 
1.120 1.201 166 1875 12.4 13. 8 · 4. 35 .565 5.830 4.57 
21-oO 
. J ,/~.(, =-·-:: ~ 210 
1., 107 1.201 16S . 1875 12. 35 13. 8 4.97 .610 6.660 5.33" 
22-o2 
.. 209 
1.111 1.219 1.64 1875 12.3 13.8 •5 .. 57 .665 · 7.470· 6.01 
23.2. 
208 





t+Pp n .. }'\; -0 r'vp 
- 2.196 90.6 74.6 .983 
. 
2.19-6 89.9 75.8 .983 
.. 
2. 880 89.9 79.4 ., 983 -
3 .. 630 89.5 81..3 .983 
4. 330 89 ... l 83. 8 . .. 983-
• 5 .. 035 88.5 81.4 • 98"3 
FLUID PARAMETERS 
'R>ou1J AP • -'CIIP AtA 
300 301 71 .. 33 2:.-01· 
400 - 401 71.20 2.53 
5·00 501 7L,67· 2~ 70 
600 601 71 .. 23 3~14 
700 701 71.37 3.60 













EMF OUTPUT VALVE FLUID PARAMETERS 
Downstream Upstream p p p t 
UD down· up 
1.299 1.256 299 42 257 76.2 
1.294 h247 348 45 303 75.9 
1.310 1.253 40-0 49 351 76-.10 
i 
1.299 1.239 400 49 351 - 75.63 
.. 
1.31.!t l.246 462 49 413 1 75,, 866' 
1.335 l •. 259 513 52 461 76.3 
1.342 1.255 573 52 521 76.17 
1.372· 1.274 635 50 585 76 .. 80 
1.3136 L276 708 4.g 659 ·16.87 





































1. Hydraulic Power Stand: 
Designed and built by gra<;iuate !'e$ea:t1ch i:J.Ssistarrts at 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Qklahomat 
2. Electric Motor: 
Manufacturer: Westinghouse Electric Corp op at ion 
Type: CS, Serial No. 5308, Style 1071064, 3.,..phi:J.se 
inductor type, 20 qp. , 220/440 volts, 24. 5/4'f.l a'l!lPS~ , 
60 cps. 
3. External Gear Pump i 
Manufacturer: Cessna Aircraft Company 
Model 120106 
Pressure~ 2000 psi 
Maximum Speed: 2750 rpm 
Displacement: 1.70 in3 per revolutions. 
4. Thermocouples: 
Manufacturer: Minneapolis~Hon$ywell Regulator Co'l!lpany 
Type J, Iron-Constantan 
Style: Megopak, Quik~Konnect. 
5o Millivolt Potentiometer: 
Manufacturer: Leeds and Northrup Company 
Model 86 86. 
6. Thermocouple Switch: 
Manufacturer: c. J. Tagliabue Manufacturing Company 
12=position switch. 
90 
7, ·Ino.ustrial An.alyzer: 
Manufacturer: Weston Electric Imrtrument Cox,poration 
Type 2, Serial No. $57, Model ~39,. 
a, Turbine Meter; 
Manufactu:reJ:>: FischeX" and Porter Coinp~y 
Model l0Cl505. 
9. Turbine Frequency Counter; 
ManufactuX"E!r; FischE;X' and Porter Collllllap.y 
Model s .. 441<. 
10. Amplifier: . 
Manufacturer; l:lewlett•Packa!r'd 
Model 450Af 
11. EPUT Meter: 
ManufactureJ:1; Beckman ... Berl<:ley Div.isiC?>~ · 
Model 5210D, 
12. Hydraulic Motor: 
ManufactuX"E!r: Webster t1eetr~o C~mpa~y 
Type 2HCSF-3, Ser,i.al No, 10472SB4. 
13. Hand Tachometer: 
Manufacturer: James G~ Biddle Compa~y 
Serial No. l04725B~, 
14. Rotameter: 
Manufacturer: Gelman Instrument ComPallY 
Range: 0-10 ft3 per hrff 
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